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This product is subject to a 6 monthly detailed inspection. A rescue plan shall be in place to deal with any emergencies that could arise.  

ALLTRADE KIT

ALLTRADE  
ALL PURPOSE / CONFINED 
SPACE AND RESCUE HARNESS

HAS0179

The AllTrade Rescue Harness 

is versatile and functional for a 

range of work both at height and 

in confined spaces.

KIT INCLUDES  

SLING  

WEBBING SLING

ASP000W

Simple and effective to create an 

anchor pint when looped around 

a structural member.

SCAFFPRO  
DOUBLE ELASTICATED 
LANYARD WITH SNAP HOOK & 
SCAFFOLD HOOKS 

LSZ2W5E

A favourite with scaffolders, 

construction and plant 

maintenance workers, the 

ScaffPro twin-tailed lanyard is 

designed for continuous 3-point 

connection.

GEAR PACK  

MULTI-USE BACKPACK

ZBP

The AllTrade Rescue Harness 

is versatile and functional for a 

range of work both at height and 

in confined spaces.

OX SCREW  

SCREW GATE OVAL 
CARABINER

PJ501

Marked with individual serial 

numbers.

VENTURA  
LINOSTOP WITH ADJUSTER

RVZ0RX3 (15M)

Popular and effective Rope 

line for many types of work at 

height. Keeps the rope tight, so 

effectively working in restraint 

technique

MULTI-PURPOSE HEIGHT SAFETY KIT

SKB500

The ZERO® AllTrade Kit is an excellent multi-purpose safety kit for 
painters, builders, maintenance and construction workers, enabling 
the user to attach to scaffolding, structural anchor points, safe 
roof access and work in confined spaces. 

The AllTrade Rescue Harness is versatile and functional for a range 
of work including rescue capabilities with forged steel rescue loops 
on the shoulders. The ZERO® ScaffPro twin-tailed elasticated 
lanyard provides unhindered movement when not in use and the 
Ventura rope line has a built-in ZERO® energy absorption system 
with a self-locking rope grab. The kit is completed with a webbing 
sling, carabiners and packaged in our heavy-duty ventilated kit bag.

RATING: 140kg (Harness) / 100kg (Lanyard)  / 140kg (Rope line) 

CERTIFICATION:  
Refer to individual product for standards

SAFETY
CERTIFIEDBS EN 355:2002 Personal protective equipment against falls from a height. Energy 

absorbers
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MODEL SIZE ROPE LENGTH

SKB500SML SML

20mSKB500UNI UNI

SKB500XXL XXL


